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Le Club Voyage has spoken and the October 24, 2016 10-Night
Arabian Gulf & Emirates voyage onboard the Azamara Journey®
has been selected as the official Le Club Voyage sailing.
So what can you expect? Aside from everything you already love
about Azamara, your voyage will feature off-the-beaten-path
shoreside experiences, special onboard events, and options for

pre- and post-cruise hotel stays and events, as well as some
other memorable surprises.*
It’s a chance to embark on a voyage filled with others who love
Azamara as much as you do. Meet and mingle with new friends as
well as Azamara staff, including Azamara’s President & CEO, your
Le Club Voyage Ambassador, and other ship officers.

READY TO GO? YOU CAN BOOK ONLINE AT BIT.LY/LCV2016

*Participation fees may apply to certain activities.
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I can't believe it's July. Time has flown. It has
been seven months since the new Le Club
Voyage program has been implemented, and
I've received great feedback from you.
For starters, we asked and you voted, and
recently we announced the 2016 Le Club Voyage
itinerary that YOU selected! Join my Azamara
colleagues and me on an Arabian & Emirates
adventure on October 24, 2016! We'll be sailing
10 nights aboard the Azamara Journey® in the
Arabian Gulf and Emirates, which includes the
United Arab Emirates, Oman, Bahrain, and Qatar.
Explore ancient bazaars and modern souqs
and enjoy exclusive members-only onshore
and onboard experiences, and possibly some
memorable surprises. Please be sure to book
your voyage. I hope to see you onboard!

London Eye
London, England

Azamara Club Cruises
UK Office

Also, since we last spoke I have traveled to the
UK for some exciting meetings (check out some
of the pictures). Then take a look inside for more
details about the big announcement: Reimagine
Azamara. What's that, you ask? If you haven't
heard, both ships (Azamara Journey® in January
2016 and Azamara Quest® in April 2016) will
undergo major enhancements as we bring the
spirit of Destination Immersion® onboard. No
area will go untouched. We'll be integrating
contemporary and classic designs to create new
venues, and revamp public spaces, in addition
to our new restaurants and holistic Sanctum
Spa. I cannot wait to see it! Be sure to stay in
touch, as we will be releasing new and exciting
details in email and on our website.

Queen's Walk
London, England

But in the meantime, you can read all about it
here in your Le Club Voyage World Newsletter.
Enjoy!
Warm regards,

Nicole Lukacs, Le Club Voyage Ambassador
LCVAmbassador@LeClubVoyage.com
@LeClubVoyage
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@leclubvoyage
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Coworth Park Hotel
Berkshire, UK

Coworth Park Hotel
Berkshire, UK

WORLD TRAVEL ON YOUR SCREEN.
For those times when you can’t be on a voyage, we want you to still be able to enjoy the
Azamara experience. We’re continuously updating our content library to share the spirit of
Azamara with you, wherever you may be.
If you haven’t been on our YouTube channel lately, we have several new videos posted, taking
you behind the scenes and around the world. You can view them and more at Youtube.com/
AzamaraVoyages.

VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE:
AZAMARA QUEST APPROACHES SEMARANG
Captain Jose gives you a look inside the bridge of Azamara Quest and shows all of what
goes into a difficult docking maneuver.

Club Veranda Stateroom

THE DOUBLE
FOOD. ANOTHER REASON WE CRUISE.
Take a culinary journey in 90 seconds.

UPGRADE
for those who love travel.

There is a reason guests love our complimentary
Double Upgrade offer. And that reason could
very well be the fact that there is nothing quite
like relaxing on your veranda while gazing at the
peaceful ocean with a sky full of stars above. Or
waking up in port and enjoying complimentary
room service breakfast on your veranda with a
view of a quaint Mediterranean town. It’s one of
the many benefits of your voyage that you can’t
get on a traditional land vacation. And it now
comes complimentary.

WELCOME HOME.
You’ll likely recognize a face or six in this homage to the service you receive onboard.

RECEIVE A COMPLIMENTARY
UPGRADE FROM A CLUB
INTERIOR TO A CLUB VERANDA
STATEROOM WHEN YOU BOOK A
VOYAGE BY AUGUST 31, 2015.*

Book today and discover the many reasons why
it’s hard to top the veranda life.
*For terms and conditions, visit
AzamaraClubCruises.com/DoubleUpgrade.
CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:
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Kibo

REIMAGINE

your home away from home.

The Reimagine Azamara journey has begun.
Are you as excited as we are? As part of the
upgrades, we’ll be reimagining the lobby, as well
as the dining and entertainment venues onboard.
But what does that all look like?

Lobby

Our goal of Reimagine Azamara is to bring the
organic essence of Destination Immersion®
onboard in inventive ways. These enhancements
have been inspired by beautiful landscapes,
flowing waters, and refreshing earth tones,
and incorporate a rich blend of modern and
contemporary elements. We’ve always been
known for remarkable destinations, and our
newest destination will be right onboard our
reimagined ships.
We hope to see you onboard in 2016 to
experience firsthand our reimagined ships.

Curious as to what all goes into making
these updates come to life?
Glad you asked! Continue to page 8 for a
behind-the-scenes look into the making
of Reimagine Azamara.
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Club World Owner's Suite

ONLINE
BOOKING IS HERE!
Have you noticed those orange buttons on our website? If you’re a DIY type, they are your portal to book your
next voyage online. With just a few clicks, you can secure your voyage of choice from your computer. No phone
calls necessary. Try it out the next time you’re ready to travel with us. Of course, you can still always book by
calling us at 877.999.9553 or by contacting your favorite Travel Partner. Now you just have one more option.

CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:
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There's an app for that.
Your smartphone is an essential travel
accessory. Here are some apps we love, to get
the most out of your phone on your voyage.

PUT YOUR DESTINATION KNOWLEDGE TO THE TEST.
Can you name these three destinations? Answers on the last page.

PACKPOINT
Organize what you need to pack based on
length of travel, weather at your destination, and
any activities planned during your trip.
www.PackPnt.com
I have the most skyscrapers of any city in the world, with a whopping 303. Who am I?

QUIZLET
These short quizzes make learning a
language fun. It’s the perfect activity for your
flight to your voyage.
www.Quizlet.com/mobile

HYPERLAPSE
From the makers of Instagram, Hyperlapse
enables you to document your voyage with cool
moving time-lapse photography.

I’m an island destination with a map of myself on my flag, and the only nation to do so aside
from Kosovo. Who am I?

bit.ly/HyperlapsePhotoApp

AZAMARA
DESTINATION IMMERSION®
TRAVEL GUIDE
Of course we had to include this one. Explore
travel guides and create an onshore itinerary that
you can access in your destinations.
bit.ly/ACCTravelGuide
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Standing at 18,510ft (5,642m), I’m the tallest mountain in Europe, making my home in the
Caucasus mountain range. Who am I?

CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:

DINING AND DREAMING UNDER THE STARS.

If you’re looking to add some extra romance to your next voyage, we have just the thing. Our Nights in Private Places is the ultimate couples
experience for an anniversary onboard, a birthday, or just because.

ULTIMATE PRIVACY

DINNER ON THE ROCKS

You’ll feel miles away from civilization with your reserved deck beneath
the beautiful night sky. Slip into a cozy Frette bathrobe and slippers for
an intimate evening to remember.

Savor a delicious hot rock dinner prepared right at your table.
Heated to 800˚F (427˚C), hot rock cooking locks in flavor to cook
mouthwatering meats and seafood.

DINE. DRINK. RELAX.
Your evening oasis starts with champagne and chocolate-covered strawberries, and includes handcrafted cocktails, a continental breakfast the next
morning, and a thalassotherapy pool – just for you. Book a private outdoor couples’ massage or invite our photographer to capture those special
moments. Bring the evening to a close while sleeping under the stars on fine linens in a comfortable bed. Relaxation guaranteed, romance encouraged.

It’s one thing to talk about it. It’s another to see a little preview, which you can do by
viewing our video through this link bit.ly/PrivateNights.
If you like what you see, you can book your reservations onboard your next voyage.
CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:
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As you can imagine (or reimagine),
enhancing every aspect of a ship
from the ground up is no small
task. It takes a creative vision and
precise execution to pull it off. And
for that, we look to our Director of
Hotel Operations, Onboard Revenue,
Revitalization and New Build, Poul Norregaard. We sat down with Poul,
the man behind Reimagine Azamara, to ask a few questions.

organic, the word authentic, nature, being natural, being the opposite
of a Las Vegas hotel that is grand and flashy and very man-made. I want
us to be much more connected to the environment and that feel of
connection to all the destinations where we go. And that’s what we are
trying to accomplish in our design direction; organic, luxury, authentic,
and contemporary.

FIRST THING IS, CAN YOU TELL US A LITTLE
ABOUT YOUR BACKGROUND?

Well, there are so many players in the market, and a few new players
in the market, and I think there will be more acceptance from younger
people to cruise. I think they can attract the younger, hipper crowd to
want to cruise. I think we are onto a strong trend with staying longer
in port. I think people are not as interested anymore, if they are well
traveled, to actually only have 6 or 8 hours in port. I think they want more
than that. So over the next ten years I think we are going to see more of
the longer stays, more overnights, more people wanting to actually have
casual leisure time and not be stressed out going into these different
ports around the world.

Background, okay. How far back? I’m old (haha). I went to design
college but never worked with it. I worked for cruise lines as well as
cruise ship concession companies. I started at World Viking Line in
the '80s and Crystal Cruises in the '90s for 7 years. I worked in various
positions as well as in hotel management onboard, and then with Cunard
and Seabourn Cruise Line in Miami for many years in hotel operations.
And I was part of building the Queen Mary 2. So I guess on cruise lines,
I’ve held any position from manager to COO, and I’ve done anything
within hotel operations and onboard revenue.

WHAT DO YOU LOVE MOST ABOUT YOUR
CURRENT ROLE?
Flexibility. Adrenaline. Variety. Never the same day. People. Product
development. Connection between ship and shore side, which is very,
very strong. International flare, worldwide travel, and responsibilities. I
like to take responsibility. I like to be creative and initiate, which I am
allowed to do in this current role.

WHAT TREND DO YOU THINK THE CRUISE
INDUSTRY SHOULD BE TAKING ADVANTAGE
OF THAT WE ARE NOT UTILIZING?
I think cruise ships have become too much of a non-authentic experience.
And I think what I’m trying to do is to be more connected with the word
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HOW DO YOU VISUALIZE CRUISES
CHANGING WITHIN THE NEXT 10 YEARS?

WHAT ARE YOUR FAVORITE DESTINATIONS
THAT YOU HAVE TRAVELED TO?

Okay, there are so many for many different reasons, but I think Sydney is an
incredible and amazing city; probably one of my favorite cities around the
world. For tropical island destinations, I think the South Pacific is amazing.
As to populated areas and geographical regions, I do love Europe. I think
Europe has something very unique to it; so many countries with so many
cultures and differences and languages and everything else in such a
relatively small geographical region. And then Asia has amazing nature.
I like the Asian style and spirituality as well.

WHERE HAVE YOU NEVER TRAVELED TO
THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO GO?

Cape Town, South Africa. I’ve tried three times and I’ve never made it. I’ve
actually had tickets in my hands, and I had to cancel two weeks before
leaving. But I’ve been trying for 20 years to go to Cape Town.

CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:

WHAT WE'RE PACKING.
What’s in our suitcase? Strange of you to ask, but nevertheless, here are a few accessories
and items we’ve been bringing with us lately.

A. VINNIBAG – bit.ly/VinniBag
Never worry about that fine wine you picked up in France breaking, with
these great travel bags.

B. FIELD NOTES – www.FieldNotesBrand.com
When you get inspired on your voyage, you’ll want a place to keep all
of that inspiration.

C. PLATYPUS PLUSBOTTLE – bit.ly/PlatypusPlus
Great for packing, this foldable water bottle saves space in your suitcase
but helps keep you hydrated on your excursions.

D. PORTABLE LUGGAGE SCALE – bit.ly/TarrissLuggageScale
Don’t shuffle items at the airport. Keep your bag under size at home with
this handy device.

E. CLEAR CARD – www.ClearMe.com
Enroll for your Clear card and use it to breeze through security at several
U.S. airports.

F. FITKIT – www.FitKit.com
Contains everything you need to do hundreds of different exercises. Use it
in your stateroom, on the jogging track, or to amplify your gym workouts.
CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:
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Ko Samui, Thailand

NEW QUARTER. NEW SAVINGS ON 25 EXCITING VOYAGES IN 2015
AND 2016—JUST FOR LOYALTY MEMBERS.
Enjoy 10%* (excludes taxes and fees) savings on select voyages booked by 30-September. Also combinable
with current promotions. For details, visit AzamaraClubCruises.com/MemberSavings.

AZAMARA JOURNEY®
9 NIGHTS | TURQUOISE COAST VOYAGE;
20-SEPTEMBER 2015

15 NIGHTS | MADEIRA & CANARY ISLANDS
VOYAGE; 10-NOVEMBER 2015

10 NIGHTS | PANAMA CANAL VOYAGE;
3-JANUARY 2016

12 NIGHTS | BEST OF HOLY LANDS VOYAGE;
29-SEPTEMBER 2015

16 NIGHTS | WAKE OF COLUMBUS VOYAGE;
25-NOVEMBER 2015

12 NIGHTS | COSTA RICA TO BAJA VOYAGE;
17-FEBRUARY 2016

11 NIGHTS | ACROPOLIS, ROME & FLORENCE;
21-OCTOBER 2015

12 NIGHTS | WEST INDIES HIDEAWAY
VOYAGE; 11-DECEMBER 2015

16 NIGHTS | HOLLYWOOD TO SOUTH BEACH
VOYAGE; 29-FEBRUARY 2016

9 NIGHTS | SOUTH OF FRANCE
& SPAIN VOYAGE; 1-NOVEMBER 2015

11 NIGHTS | PANAMA CANAL NEW YEAR’S
VOYAGE; 23-DECEMBER 2015

10 NIGHTS | TEMPLES, JUNGLES
& BEACHES VOYAGE; 26-MARCH 2016

AZAMARA QUEST®
7 NIGHTS | CLASSIC MEDITERRANEAN
VOYAGE; 8-SEPTEMBER 2015

14 NIGHTS | DISCOVERING THAILAND &
VIETNAM; 18-NOVEMBER 2015

17 NIGHTS | GREAT BARRIER REEF & BALI
VOYAGE; 13-FEBRUARY 2016

8 NIGHTS | CLASSIC MEDITERRANEAN
VOYAGE; 11-OCTOBER 2015

10 NIGHTS | DISCOVERING VIETNAM
VOYAGE; 2-DECEMBER 2015

16 NIGHTS | ASIAN KALEIDOSCOPE VOYAGE;
1-MARCH 2016

15 NIGHTS | SUEZ CANAL VOYAGE;
19-OCTOBER 2015

10 NIGHTS | TEMPLES, DRAGONS &
BEACHES; 12-DECEMBER 2015

16 NIGHTS | ASIAN CITIES & WATERS
VOYAGE; 17-MARCH 2016

15 NIGHTS | SPICES, TEAS & RUBBER TREES
VOYAGE; 3-NOVEMBER 2015

14 NIGHTS | BALI & BARRIER REEF
VOYAGE; 22-DECEMBER 2015

16 NIGHTS | THE SPICE ROUTE VOYAGE;
15-APRIL 2016

10 NIGHTS | GREAT BARRIER REEF
VOYAGE; 5-JANUARY 2016
*Visit AzamaraClubCruises.com/Terms for more details.
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Life moves fast. Today, trends, interests, and
technology change and evolve faster than you
can blink. It’s the world in which we live. Since
coming to Azamara, my focus has always
been to keep us in front of the innovation
curve. Every day is a new opportunity to take
what we have learned and see how we can
improve on it. Because spoiler alert: You never
stop learning.
Destination Immersion® was a big step for the
Azamara brand. It was fresh, inventive, and
most importantly, was the answer to what
many guests wanted. But now, it’s time to take
Destination Immersion to the next level.

FROM THE DESK OF
THE PRESIDENT.
A WORD FROM AZAMARA
CLUB CRUISES® PRESIDENT &
CEO, LARRY PIMENTEL.

As we began to think about Reimagine
Azamara, my goals for the brand remained
steadfast; how can we make your experience
the best possible? That question led to ideas,
which led to a plan. Destination Immersion®
means more than a longer stay in port It’s a
mindset built on authentic localized experiences.
And bringing that thinking onboard seemed to
be a natural fit.

From the timeless carpets inspired by river
banks to the organic feel of the furnishings and
artwork, our reimagined ships of tomorrow will
make you feel like you’re out experiencing the
world, even when you're onboard. We’ve combed
through every possible area of the ship to make
sure your reimagined onboard experience is
unmatched. I can’t wait to see the end product.
Rest assured, a focus on incredible destinations
will always be a part of our DNA. But with
Reimagine Azamara, our ships will become a
destination in and of themselves. And I’d love
to see each of you onboard to see exactly what
I mean.

Sincerely,

Larry Pimentel
Azamara Club Cruises President & CEO

#INSTAVOYAGE
These guests #LoveTravel
and we love them right back. And
their photos. Check out a few of
our favorite recent guest pictures,
and remember to keep tagging

#Azamara and #LoveTravel
to share them with us.

@andrius_dr

@juscbutler

@magdaleenv

@anntranfashion

CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:

@rivercruiselady
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WE DON’T CHOOSE FAVORITES. BUT IF WE DID, THESE 2016 EUROPEAN
VOYAGES WOULD LIKELY BE ON THE LIST.
If you love Europe as much as we do, visit AzamaraClubCruises.com to book your favorite sailing.

16 NIGHT
EMIRATES TO PETRA

7 NIGHT
AMALFI COAST TO GREECE

1-May 2016 | Azamara Quest®

16-June 2016 | Azamara Journey®

Featured Ports:
Civitavecchia (Rome), Italy; Santorini, Greece; and Piraeus (Athens), Greece.

Featured Ports:
Dubai, United Arab Emirates,
Muscat, Oman,
Haifa (Nazareth), Israel,
and Piraeus (Athens), Greece.

Santorini, Greece
11 NIGHT
LONDON TO THE BALTIC
22-July 2016 | Azamara Quest®

Stockholm, Sweden

Featured Ports:
Southampton, England; Amsterdam, The
Netherlands; St, Petersburg, Russia; and
Stockholm, Sweden.

Haifa (Nazareth), Israel
10 NIGHT
AEGEAN SUMMER HOLIDAY

9-August 2016 | Azamara Journey®
Featured Ports:
Piraeus (Athens), Greece; Kos, Greece;
Patmos, Greece; Santorini, Greece;
and Mykonos, Greece.

Civitavecchia (Rome), Italy
17 NIGHT
ROME TO THE EMIRATES

7-October 2016 | Azamara Journey®

Mykonos, Greece

Featured Ports:
Civitavecchia (Rome), Italy; Aqaba (Petra), Jordan; and Muscat, Oman.

ANSWERS
GUESS THE DESTINATION:
1. Hong Kong
2. Cyprus

AzamaraClubCruises.com

3. Mount Elbrus, Russia

CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:
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